CASE STUDY
MISSION: Active Living by Design Case Studies provide an in-depth look at the tactics and strategies that increase
physical activity through the built environment in communities across the United States.

CASE STUDY

ACTIVE LIVING TACTICS: Update zoning ordinances, building codes, and approval processes to encourage
POLICY

compact community design and a tighter mixture of activities that make it possible to work, play, shop, and go to
school within walking and bicycling distance of people’s homes. Approve local ordinances and other policies that
are consistent with land use and transportation plans and that promote active living.

Staying Connected in Cornelius through Responsible
Community Design
GOAL: Facilitate safe and or-

derly growth through design
principles that aim to disperse
traffic and to provide an inviting and safe space for cyclists
and pedestrians (1).
The Land Development Code
was adopted in Cornelius,
North Carolina as a development guideline with a strong
pedestrian health and safety
focus. The Planning and Zoning
Department of Cornelius revised
the town’s land development
code to require traditional
neighborhood design. The town
of Cornelius was feeling the
pressures of growth from the
adjacent Charlotte-Mecklenburg
communities when it decided to
take action. In their quest for
a code that ensures community
identity, the town hired Professor David Walters, Dean of the
College of Architecture at the
University of North Carolina at
Charlotte (UNCC) to spearhead
a visioning process. Cornelius’ visioning process, which
began in 1993 and culminated
in the 1996 Land Development
Code, included a broad-based
Citizen’s Advisory Board made
up of concerned citizens, UNCC
representatives, local business
interests, developers, builders,
and realtors.
While the town planner and

assistant town manager were
developing the new code, the
planning department organized workshops to educate
and gather input from stakeholders on the principles of
traditional neighborhood planning. Throughout the process,
developers and builders were
invited to meetings with the
town planning staff. The town

planners would explain what
they were aiming to achieve
with the new code, describe
the flexibility and benefits it
would provide to developers,
and work with developers to
create traditional neighborhood
plans. According to Tim Brown,
the town planner, one of the
keys to the initiative’s success
was the continuous interaction
with stakeholders and citizens
months before the document

was made public.
In addition to being the product
of the visioning process, the
land code was modeled after
Belmont, North Carolina’s 1994
groundbreaking zoning and
subdivision ordinance. Brown
stated that Belmont “was the
first town in the country to
abandon its conventional zoning development ordinance in

favor of the traditional design
standards-based development
codes prescribed by the growing New Urbanism and Smart
Growth movements (4).” The
Town of Cornelius was able
to benefit from the work that
Belmont had previously done to
develop their code.

within its guidelines. In the
code it is written that “streets
shall be designed as the main
public space of the Town and
shall be scaled to the pedestrian.” The code requires streets
to be only as wide as necessary
to serve adjacent land uses, encourages on-street parking on
most streets, requires all streets
to be landscaped, and requires
sidewalks on both sides of the
streets, with some exceptions.
To encourage automobile
alternatives and disperse traffic, the ordinance promotes
connectivity. It prohibits closed
or gated streets and requires
that the majority of proposed
streets within the network form
an interconnected pattern.
Connectivity is measured by
the network’s “ability to permit
multiple routes, diffuse traffic,
and shorten pedestrian walking
distances (1).” Cul de sacs are
prohibited except where no
practical alternative is found.

Cornelius’ Land Development
Code, adopted in October 1996,
has a strong pedestrian focus
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Where cul de sacs are permitted,
they are to be less than 250 feet
away from the nearest intersection with a street that provides
through access.
More specific guidelines are
given in the code for trees,
planting strips, bike paths,
street crossings, and curb cuts,
all designed with the pedestrian
in mind. The ordinance states
that “whenever an irreconcilable conflict exists among
vehicular and pedestrian usage,
the conflict should be resolved
in favor of the pedestrian unless
in the best interest of public
safety (1)”.
The town went through a
thorough visioning process to
determine what they wanted
and to understand the goals of
the new code. Planning staff
are now heavily engaged in the
development of their town.
The code allows them to be
proactive and gain support for
their town’s design rather than
having to react to developers’
projects. This creates an ideal
condition for a fruitful partnership with stakeholders. In their
close working relationship with
town planning staff, developers learned how to develop and
rejuvenate traditional neighborhoods and town centers.
Although the implementation
of the Land Development Code
in Cornelius was successful,
neighboring town Huntersville
faced severe opposition when it
tried to adopt a similar code a
year later. According to Brown,
one explanation is that while
developers were able to see

Cornelius as a niche market,
they thought of Huntersville as
their last conventional suburban
development frontier and lobbied heavily against the code.

ALbD Impact
• Interconnecting streets encourage alternative modes of
transportation by shortening
travel distances, providing
multiple routes, and spreading out traffic.

Contact Information
Town of Cornelius Planning and
Zoning Department
21445 Catawba Avenue
P.O. Box 399
Cornelius, NC 28031
Phone: (704) 896-2461
Fax: (704) 896-2462
Email: info@cornelius.org
Website: http://other.cornelius.
org/planning/

• The Land Development Code
mainstreams opportunities
for activity by requiring builders and developers to plan for
the needs of pedestrians and
cyclists.

Resources and
Similar Efforts

• The ordinance aims to give
neighborhoods a sense of
place, restore community
character, and build public
spaces for pedestrians and
cyclists.

• www.montgomerycountymd.
gov/mcgtext.asp?url=/
content/PIO/news/
pedestriansafety/
ThreeEpage.asp

Lessons Learned

Sources and
Citations

• Involve stakeholders and citizens in every stage of visioning and ordinance development so that they support the
process and understand the
benefits of change.
• Be flexible in applying planning principles; adapt or
modify them to fit the character of the town.
• Allow planning staff and
developers to work together
so that they are not reacting
to one another’s proposals.
• Educate and work with
developers and builders to
help them create desirable
projects.
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The Active Living by Design Case Studies are examples of how communities across
the country are increasing physical activity through Preparations, Promotions,
Programs, Policies and Physical Projects (the 5 Ps). For more information about
Active Living by Design’s strategies and tactics of the 5 Ps, please visit the ALbD
Community Action Model on our website: www.activelivingbydesign.org/cam/
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